Introduction
A method for solving problems of elasticity with interfaces consists in the use of contact tensors. The contact tensor is constructed as the sum of the fundamental matrix and a compensatrix such that the transmission conditions on the interface Soo are fulfilled. A potential on the boundary S of the whole domain having as kernel the contact tensor satisfies the differential equation and transmission conditions whereas the boundary conditions on S lead to the boundary integral equation (BIE) for the density of the potential.
If the interface 5oo lies inside of the boundary S the BIEs are singular integral equations of the same kind as in the case of elastic homogeneous bodies and the now classical theory of Michlin is applicable [4] [5] [6] .
If Soo touches S we have interface corners in the two-dimensional case and interface edges in the three-dimensional case. Because of the behaviour of the the contact tensor the BIEs have fixed singularities at Soo H 5. In the plane case the BIEs are locally considered in the neighbourhood of an interface corner of Mellin convolution type and with the Mellin technique the question of Fredholm property and asymptotics can be decided [8] . In the spatial case D. Mirschinka [9, 10] investigated the BIEs for bimetal heat conduction problems with perfect and non-perfect heat contact. The question of Fredholm property of the matrix boundary integral operator is connected with the invertibility of local operators acting in spaces of functions defined on the tangential half-planes to S at points of the interface edge dSoo-The local operators have fixed singularities along the boundary of the half-plane and can be written as convolution operators. The norm of these operators in weighted Z p -spaces can be estimated by the Zi-norm of the generating function.
In the present paper for the bimetal problem of elastostatics the local operators are constructed and estimates for the norm of these operators are derived.
The bimetal problem
We consider a domain D C R 3 which is devided by the plane E = {x = (xi,x2,x3) £ R 3 : i 3 
Here T(dx>n x )u(z) = 2//j+ Ajn x divu + x rot u] is the stress («) vector, n x = (rii(z),712(1),«3(0;)) in (3) Obviously the potential of the single layer If we start for the Neumann problem (3) with the Ansatz u(x) = V(z;<£>) we obtain the boundary integral equation for (p
If we use for the Dirichlet problem (2) the direct boundary integral method with the Ansatz u(®) = -Iw(x;w)+iv(®;P), we obtain for the unknown stress P the boundary integral equation
In (9), (11), (12) T means T if y or x lies on 5,-. In both cases (10), (12) we have the same integral operator with the kernel (11). In order to know the structure of K(x,y) we have to look at V(x,y). The matrix V(x,y) is only published in [7] . Therefore we write down V(x, y). We have for > 0, 2/3 < 0
H. where 0 < /x < 1, 0 < Z2 < 1, 0 < 1' 3 < 2, 0 < l' 4 -< 2, 0 < /5 < 3, 0 < mf < 7, 0 < mf < 5, 0 < m2 < 3, mf + m2 = /1 + h + 1' 3 + 1' 4 + h + 2.
The local operators with fixed singularities
Let a = (ai,a2,0) € 5Soo,n+ the upper tangential half-plane to Si in a, a € (0,7r) the angle between 11+ and £\II~ the lower tangential halfplane to So in a,/3 £ (0,7r) the angle between II~ and E. We consider new co-ordinates xi -ai + anfi + ai26> 2/i = a i + auVi + a i2*?2, : t\ G (-00,00), t2 > 0}. We investigate the operator Ka,p in the space Lpn{R^.) with the weight function t1. The norm in that space is given by ( 
20)
IHIp,7= ( ff Wt1,t2)\>qdtldt2) 1/P .
K
In R+ we define a multiplication St = («l,52)(il,i2) = (s2*l + 5l,52f2). 
With that product R+ becomes a non-commutative group which we denote by G. The group G is isomorphic to the group of the matrices ( } j
\
Beside the space Z/p/Y(R^_) we consider for functions defined on G the space LP(G) with the norm (21)
IMUp(G) = ( / \u(t)\» dp(t)) l/P G where dp(t) = t2 l dt\dt2 is the right Haar measure (cf. [3] 
lh>,7<,,(G) = IIV «(t)||^(G)= JJ\t2" uWtfdhdti K = ff \u(t)\ni dtl dt2 = K
In Lp(G) we consider the convolution
For the operator Tvu -u * v generated by a function v the following Lemma is valid (cf. [3, 9, 10] ).
. Then Tv is a linear bounded operator from LP(G) in Lp(G) and for the norm it holds \\Tvu\\Lp{G) < ||V||Z, I( G)!|W||L P (G)-

If the generating function v is positive then the operator norm of Tv is
II Tv\\ = |M|Ll(G).
In order to apply Lemma 2 we write as a convolution operator. Therefore we substitute in (19) (23) r = (n,r 2 ) = ts"
The functional determinant has the value ti Tl ' T2 l -tZsZ 3 . Then elemen-9(sii«2) 1 1 tary calculations yield
where A = y/s\ +s 2 2 + 1 -2s 2 cos(a + P).
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If we observe / \ " 
